
• Control
- PDV 215 valve makes the circuit pressure drop (2 bar) and then fixs the valve 

opening ratio.
- PV 290 vale  open when the current drives to push the supercritical helium (7 bar)
- PF 259 valve control  automatically according to outlet pressure (4.23bar)Experiment data 

Flower Component Quantity Property

Pump 1 370 g/s D 2 bar

Heat exchanger 1 1.05 bar 4.5 K

Link 2 Junction 2, Junction 5

Volume
Inlet 84 6.5 bar 4.5 K

Outlet 90 4.3 bar 4.5 K

Junction
Pipe 172 Depending on the real size

CICC 100 Connect THEA

Control valve (PV 290) 1 4.7 bar D1 bar

Control valve (PV 259) 1 3.5 bar D 0.5 bar

THEA 
Component # input file CH length [m] Helium flow

PF1UL (Nb3Sn) 20 64 Coil inside

PF2UL (Nb3Sn) 16 64 Coil inside

PF3UL (Nb3Sn) 8 64 Coil inside

PF4UL (Nb3Sn) 12 64 Coil inside

PF5UL (Nb3Sn) 16 175 Coil outside

PF6UL (NbTi) 16 310 Coil outside

PF7UL (NbTi) 12 281 Coil outside

• Condition
- Consider heat load : coupling loss  (only)
- ntau = 120 ms
- PV 259 valve size ( 0, 80, 60, 50 X 10-6m2)

Mdot [g/s] DP [x105Pa]
PV259 size
[10-6] m2

Try1 420 3.5 0

Try2 420 2.2 80

Try3 420 2.2 60

Try4 400 2.2 50

KSTAR PF cryogenic circuit has been operated by the supercritical helium circulator in a forced flow and a unique feature of PF (poloidal field) is that the cryogenic inlets and outlets of PF1~4UL (upper and lower) coils has been installed at the inside of
coil with large magnetic field variation zone. Hence the major heat load by AC loss is localized both at the inlets and outlets, so that a drastically reduced or even no temporal cryogen flow is frequently observed at the inlets of PF1~4UL coils. This kind
of temporal blockage of cryogenic loop can seriously affect the thermos-hydraulic analysis of a superconducting magnet system and the dynamic behavior of the flow by AC loss is one of the key to se-cure for operational stability. Therefore, a full KSTAR
PF cryogenic loop has been developed using the SUPERMAGNET code to investigate dynamic thermos-hydraulic behavior. The numerical simulation results were also compared to experimental data.
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Supermagnet Input file : 1EA    
Flower. Input file : 1EA , THEA input : 100 EA ,KSTAR user file : 12 EA

• The KSTAR PF whole cryogenic circuit model has been developed step by step using the
SUPERMAGET code.

• In this model, we focused on the effect of whole circuit modeling and the cryogenic
valves (PDV 215, PV 290, PV 259 ) in order to reproduce thermo-hydraulic behavior.

• The circuit pressure drop can be adjusted by the PDV 215 valve, which was simulated by
varying the area of Junction 6.

• The elapsed time, required for the relaxation of pressure and temperature, is
depending on the PV259 and the PV 290, which was modeled by the Junction 271 and
the Junction 272.

• The whole circuit modeling is important as there can be a detour path. Also, active
circuit control, such as cryogenic valve control, can critically effect the elapsed time.

• In short, whole circuit modeling including active control scheme is quite crucial to
understand superconducting magnet performance such as fusion device.

KSTAR  PF Cryo-circuit Simulation results KSTAR PF1~7 UL magnets flow model

Inlet and outlet pressure trend at Junction 271

Inlet and outlet temperature trend at volume 26 and volume 124 (PF1U magnet)

Inlet and outlet velocity of PF1~PF7 magnets
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